some motivation we will, in this section, review a few basic results which deal with uniform convergence structures. The reader is assumed to be familiar with the very basic theorems from the theory of convergence spaces [5] .
In order to obtain concepts like Cauchy filter, uniform convergence, total boundedness, which were previously defined only in uniform spaces, Fischer and Cook began the study of uniform convergence spaces in [4] . A uniform convergence structure Σ on a set E is an intersection ideal in the collection of filters on E x E which satisfies the following axioms:
(£7i) The filter of supersets of the diagonal in E x E is a member of Σ.
(£7 2 ) If ί^Gί, so its inverse, (Σ7 3 ) If ^ J^" eΣ and the composition filter ^o^r exists, then it belongs to Σ.
A uniform convergence space (E, Σ) is a set E along with a convergence structure Σ on E. A convergence structure σ(Σ) is induced on E in a natural way: define J^~ e σ(Σ) (x) if and only if j^~ x x e Σ. If P is a property which can be defined by convergence (for instance compactness, regularity, Hausdorίfness, etc.) then, by definition, (E, Σ) has property P if and only if σ(Σ) has it. Also, most definitions of uniform properties are available in uniform convergence spaces and are generalizations of the uniform topology case. For example, a filter J^ on E is a Gauchy filter if ^ x ^ eΣ; (E, Σ) is complete if each Cauchy filter converges with respect to σ(Σ); {E, Σ) is totally bounded if each filter on E is coarser than a Cauchy filter; a map / between uniform convergence spaces (E, Σ), (F, ψ) is uniformly continuous on E if (/ x f)Σ c ψ.
With these definitions one obtains results which, for the most part, parallel the uniform space case. For example, it is true that each uniform convergence space has a completion [8] , and that a uniform convergence space is compact if and only if it is complete and totally bounded [4] The following result is due, independently, to Keller [6] and Cochran [3] . THEOREM 
Each Hausdorff convergence space (E, d) is uuniformizable. That is, there exists a uniform convergence structure Σ on E such that d = σ(Σ).
If (E, Σ) is a uniform convergence space, a subset ψ of Σ is a base for Σ if each member of Σ is finer than a member of ψ. The following result (see [4] The remarks above motivate the consideration of convergence of sets of a class ^ (of not necessarily closed sets) in any space where "closeness of sets" is meaningful. We will begin the discussion with uniform convergence spaces. According to Theorem 1.1, these include Hausdorff topological spaces and many others which are not topological spaces.
2* Convergence classes* For the remainder of this section a uniform convergence space (E, Σ) will be a set E along with a base Σ for a uniform convergence structure on E. DEFINITION 
) FG^ implies Fc V(A) and Ac V(F).
Define a subset ^ of ^ as follows: c^5" consists of all JBeg 7 such that (2) 5c7(J5), and ACF(JS), and (3) there exists Ue ^ such that iϊ He^ and HaU(B) and BaU(H), then Ec7(A) and AcF(ίf). Now A G <£f for A c F(A) and we may take the U required by (3) to be V. JTg^ by (1) and (2).
Suppose now that gf eτ(<£f)(J5), J5G ^ We show JT G ^ by proving that <^ contains a member of ^.
Since B e ^ condition (2) Let 76 ^f, ^ e 2 1 . By (A,) there exists ί7e ^ such that U\B)a V{B) for all Be^.
Since the diagonal net converges to X, (1), A t , wW cz U(X) and Ic C7(^, w(ί) ). By (2) A, w(ί) c C/(P,) and P,c t^(ii 4fW (4) ). Hence, for i ^ i 0 , P,c ί/ 2 (I)c7(I) and Xc U\Pi)cz V{Pi). It follows that (P,: i e I) -> X and (^, σ{^)) is regular.
It should be pointed out that a number of other natural convergences on a convergence class ^ might be studied. The following are a few such examples.
( for each FG^/, aeA, there exists ^" e^"" such that FaV(A) and ir n F(α) ^ ^ for each F e EXAMPLE 1. Let Σ consist of just one uniform structure for E and let ^ be any nonempty class of nonempty subsets of E. By Theorem 1.2 Σ is a base for a uniform convergence structure on E. Clearly Ad V(A) for each Ve ^, A e ^, so ^ is a convergence class for (£7, 1 7 ). In particular, if ^ is the class of nonempty closed subsets of E, then, by the discussion at the end of §1, τ convergence is precisely the convergence of closed sets in the uniform topology on <g=\ (See [7] .) EXAMPLE 2. Let E be a Hausdorff topological space and, for each finite subset S of E, define ^(S) to be the filter Λ {^V{x) x ^V(x)\ x e S) A &, where &ί is the filter of supersets of the diagonal in 86 R. J. GAZIK E x E and Λ~(x) is the neighborhood filter at x. The collection Σ -{^(S): S is a finite subset of E} is a base for a uniform convergence structure on E. It is not hard to see that the convergence induced by Σ is precisely convergence in the topological space E.
Each member of each ^{S)
contains the diagonal so any ^ is a convergence class for (E, Σ) .
If E is a closed interval of real numbers, ^ the class of nonempty closed subsets of E and ^ the usual uniform structure on E, then, by Example 1 and results from [7] , (^, τ^)) is compact with respect to the base {^}.
Now the base Σ of Example 2 induces the same convergence on E as does {^}, but (^, τ(^)) is not compact with respect to Σ.
Question.
If & is the class of nonempty, closed subsets of a compact uniform convergence space (E, Σ), is there a base Φ for a uniform convergence structure on E such that Σ and Φ induce the same convergence on E, and (^, r(^)) is compact with respect to Φl EXAMPLE 3. Let E be a Hausdorff topological space and ^ any collection of nonempty subsets of E. Define ^ to be the filter generated by sets of the form (J (Gi x G> ie I) where / is finite, each Gi is open and U (G<: ieI) = E. The collection J = {^, ^2, ^3, } is a base for a convergence structure on E and ^ is a convergence class for (£7, Σ). The topological convergence on E is generally not the same as that induced by Σ. In this case &* e τ( r^) (A) if and only if for each F 6 ^f and each natural number n, there exists such that F c F % (A) and A c F^(F) for each F e J^. EXAMPLE 4. Let E be a regular, Hausdorff topological space, t he class of nonempty, closed subsets of E and Σ the base of the previous example. Then λ(^) convergence is precisely the convergence of closed sets defined by Choquet on p. 90 of [2] .
If E is a topological space, ^ its convergence class of closed sets, is there a base Σ for a uniform convergence structure on E such that one of the natural convergences r(C), λ(^), etc. induces the convergence defined by Choquet on p. 87 of [2] ?
Of course, the meaning of τ(^), ψi^), \{ c^) or a(^) convergence is known as soon as a base for a uniform convergence structure is given. In this regard, see [3] for an explicit construction of a uniform convergence structure for an arbitrary Hausdorff convergence space, and see [4] for construction of natural uniform convergence structures on function spaces. 
Proof. For each Ve ^, define JΠT) = {{A, B): A,Be<tf,Aa V(B), BaV(A)}.
Then each ^~(V) contains the diagonal in £f x if and the inverse of ^ (V) is itself. Also
Thus μ(^)y the filter generated by the j^~(F)'s, is a uniform structure for ^. But, from the definitions and the remarks preceding the theorem, a net 0 (^)-converges to ie^ if and only if it converges to A with respect to the topology generated by μ{^).
Some additional axioms which may sometimes be required of a convergence class (1) is given. The proof of (2) Suppose this is not so. Then there are points y n e A -V(A n ). The net (y n : ne D) has a convergent subnet by the compactness of (E, J?) Clearly, the subnet converges to a point x e clos A c clos (U A n ). If U 2 c F, then ?7(a?) ni κ^^ for n sufficiently large. But (y n : ne D) is frequently in U(x) so there is an index neD such that y n e U{x), t n eU(x),t n eA n .
Then y n e U 2 (t n ) aV(t n ) aV(A n ) which is a contradiction. DEFINITION 
If ^ is a convergence class for (E, ^) then μ(fέ?)
) is said to be monotone complete if and only if each increasing net in (^, μ{^)) converges and each decreasing net (A n : n e D) for which C\ A n Φ φ converges. THEOREM 3.4. Let (E, ^) (2) We have for Ve ^f, an index neD such that A n czB n , Aa V{A n ),B n c:V{B) so AcF 2 (ΰ) and the result follows from this fact. The result above, as well as the theorem below will be used in the next section. Consider z e T. By Theorem 3.6 and the fact that t is a subnet of p, there is a net m:H-+E and a function fiH-*^, such that /(if) is cofinal in J", m -z, m(λ) e ^-^"(α?)), A e H. So,
